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Executive Summary
Santa Cruz County is well known as a mountain biking destination to active mountain bikers in Northern
California. The County has many natural advantages as a mountain bike travel destination including
temperate weather, redwood forests, ocean views and an abundance of single track trails.
There is a global market for mountain bike tourism and many communities across North America and
the world are embracing this segment of adventure tourism as a low cost and environmentally
sustainable way of generating more economic activity. Mountain bike tourists are generally people in
their mid-20’s to mid-40’s with relatively high levels of income and education and have a high
willingness to pay to get a unique experience in the wilderness. Mountain bikers tend to spend more
money than less-active tourists.
There are many economic benefits to mountain bike tourism to the local community that includes longer
hotel stays, restaurants, services and other benefits to local businesses.
Santa Cruz has an active mountain bike community and industry that can be leveraged to help with the
promotion of mountain bike tourism.
Developing a mountain bike tourism industry requires the creation of more legitimate trail networks and
promoting these networks. This can be done with relatively little cost by utilizing volunteer labor for
trail construction. Once the trail network has been created, mountain bike events can be held to promote
the network as a destination.
With very little investment and effort, the city can market Santa Cruz as a global mountain bike
destination.
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Introduction
All across the country, bicycle facilities like paths and trails are proving to be a wise economic
investment for developing bicycle tourism. They stimulate local economies by increasing hotel,
restaurant and local merchant revenue that in turn generates additional sales tax revenue for the city1.
The season for mountain biking in Santa Cruz County extends beyond the summer months and can be
enjoyed all year round. Mountain biking tourism is an activity that can diversify the tourism economy of
Santa Cruz beyond the summer season.
There are many small towns all over the world that have recognized the economic potential of mountain
bike tourism and have actively promoted their areas to draw riders from all over the world. Some of the
more popular towns include Moab and St. George, Utah, Fruita and Durango, Colorado, Whistler,
British Columbia and Downieville, California.

What is Mountain Biking?
Mountain biking can be described as cycling that is focused primarily on off-road travel. Mountain
biking is an environmentally sustainable and quiet activity that gives the rider a physical and enjoyable
outdoor experience.
Riding on gravel and dirt roads may be considered part of mountain biking and is suitable for novices.
Singletrack refers to a trail or pathway that is only wide enough to accommodate users traveling in
single file. Singletrack provides users with a closer connection to nature, segregation from motorized
vehicles, and a more challenging experience. Singletrack cycling is the most highly sought after
experience for mountain bikers.
Mountain biking is a sport that is enjoyed internationally.

Who are Mountain Bikers?
In the US, about 46 million people rode a bicycle on singletrack in 2001 with the highest per capita
participation in the western States. Between 1994 and 2003, regular participation ranged between 4-6%
of the nation’s population that represents about 14 million riders. Mountain biking is also popular in
Europe, Canada with participation on par with the US (about 4%). The sport is also thriving in countries
like Australia, New Zealand and South Africa.
Studies and surveys conducted on mountain bikers in recent years indicate that mountain bikers are
mostly males in their mid-20s to mid-40s, with relatively high levels of income and education. Most
studies showed similar results with respect to education levels. In one survey, 70% of respondents
possessed a post-secondary education. Incomes were consistently high in most of the studies. Half of
respondents in one US study had household incomes of at least $75,000.
Women are becoming a growing part of the sport. Between 2002 and 2003 in the US, women’s
participation in the sport increased 33.9% as compared to 5.6% growth overall.
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Mountain bikers tend to participate in the sport frequently, indicate a preference for the sport in
comparison to others, and become more dedicated with increasing years of involvement in the sport. In
general, the sport’s growth depends on higher levels of volunteerism than is inherent in most adventure
sports, primarily due to ongoing trail access issues and need for trails maintenance and construction.
Mountain biking is an international sport and many active mountain bikers are willing to travel long
distances in order to get a unique experience in the wilderness. Mountain bikers tend to spend more
money than less-active tourists2.

If we build and promote it, they will come
The trails in Western North America are valued highly all over the world for their technically
challenging characteristics and the romance of the cowboy mystique: rugged individualists exploring the
western lands. Northern California and Santa Cruz played a part in the development of the sport of
mountain biking. Santa Cruz is well known as a mountain biking destination to enthusiast mountain
bikers in Northern California. The single-track trails through redwood forests and with ocean views have
a great reputation throughout the global mountain bike community.
The local company Santa Cruz Bicycles and Watsonville’s Fox Racing Shox capitalize on the notoriety
of the trails in Santa Cruz County in their global marketing efforts so the demand creation for these trails
have been pre-sold.
The Mountain Bikers of Santa Cruz (MBOSC) web site is highly visible to search engines. We field
inquiries from all over the world - England, Spain, France, Canada and all across America - from
mountain bikers who want to visit Santa Cruz. They will usually ask questions like: where to stay/camp,
restaurants, bike rentals, trails, etc.... Some of these inquiries are from people who do business in Silicon
Valley and will stay over the weekend in order to experience the trails in Santa Cruz County. These
people are usually enthusiast mountain bikers who know the reputation of Santa Cruz as a great place to
ride and want to experience it.
Unfortunately, casual mountain bikers or active tourists interested in a mountain biking adventure
vacation will never know that Santa Cruz is a mountain bike destination because it is not marketed as
one. These adventure tourists would probably go to other places like, Moab, Whistler, Fruita or
Downieville instead to experience a mountain bike adventure holiday.
If we develop and promote Santa Cruz as a mountain bike adventure destination then we can capture
some of the market for mountain bike tourism. With very little investment and effort, the city can market
Santa Cruz as a world-class mountain bike destination.

Economic Benefits of Mountain Bike Tourism
Mountain bike tourism will provide a number of economic benefits to the community. A 1996 study3 of
the economic benefits of mountain bike tourism to Moab, Utah concluded that an individual per-trip
2
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value and an annual value of the trail system were estimated, with the estimates ranging from $197 to
$205 and $8,422,800 to $8,770,300 respectively.
A more recent study on the economic impact of mountain biking in Western British Columbia was
published in January 20074 concluded that total visitor spending in Whistler attributable to mountain
biking exceeded $34.3 million over the period June 4 to September 17, 2006 supporting an estimated
$39.1 million in new economic activity (GDP).
With many of the natural advantages of Santa Cruz, there could be a potential to reach if not surpass that
level of economic activity.
There are many beneficiaries of promoting mountain bike tourism. These benefits extend to the city, the
university, and the local bike industry.

City of Santa Cruz
There is a strong desire among the Santa Cruz city leaders to boost tourism in the off summer season
and look for sustainable economic activities to support city services. Mountain bike tourism is an
environmentally sustainable activity that could increase economic activity in the city and therefore
increase sales and hotel tax revenue coming into the city.
Back in 2003 and 2004, the City of Santa Cruz commissioned some studies examining long-term
strategies to help develop the economy of the City of Santa Cruz. One of the key conclusions of the Bay
Area Economics’ Background report was:
“The tourism sector is suffering from the economic downturn. Over the long term, this sector will
remain key to the City's vitality and should be strengthened to the extent possible. Potential strategies
include ... (listing initiatives around hotel, conference and transportation facilities)… Despite progress
in this direction, there does not yet appear to be a fully realized strategy to maximize Santa Cruz's
potential drawing power.”5
The background report lists some of the potential economic development strategies. One of them
expresses a desire to increase hotel revenue outside of the summer beach and boardwalk season.
Santa Cruz is a desirable tourist destination which offers numerous and diverse recreational
opportunities. The City already has an infrastructure of hotels, motels, restaurants and attractions to
support recreational trail users.
Mountain bikers from all over the world recognize that Santa Cruz is a great destination for riding.
These riders stay in local hotels, eat at local restaurants, rent bikes and buy products from local shops.
Expanding the existing regional trail network and promoting mountain bike tourism will create longer
stays for mountain bike tourists and will provide additional tourism revenue.
The economic impacts to the city may be magnified once legitimate mountain bike events can be
incorporated in the calendar. Events in the off summer season could fill vacant hotels and create more
4
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activity for local businesses. These events will also serve to promote Santa Cruz as a mountain bike
destination.
One of the problems with other small town mountain bike destinations is that mountain biking is the
only activity that they have to offer. Santa Cruz has a lot more to offer an entire family beyond mountain
biking. The mountain biking spouse and children could ride the trails while the rest of the family could
hike in the same parks, enjoy the beaches, shop or do any other activity that Santa Cruz could offer.

Local Bike Industry
There are over 30 bicycle related businesses in Santa Cruz County including several industry leading
manufacturers such as Fox Racing Shox, Santa Cruz Bicycles, Giro Helmets/Bell Sports, Rock Lobster,
Kestrel. Specialized Bicycles is a juggernaut in the bike industry and is located in Morgan Hill. Many of
Specialized’s employees live in Santa Cruz. The local bike industry generates over $130 million in
annual revenues and employs over 500 workers6. The bicycle industry is an environmentally friendly
industry whose products provide healthy, non-polluting, and sustainable transportation and recreation.
Promotion of bicycling including mountain biking will help grow the local bike industry and businesses
that support the bike industry. This provides increased employment opportunities for local residents.
Mountain bike tourism could be an economic engine that could create opportunities for new businesses.
For example:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Trail guides, guidebooks and maps.
Airport shuttle service for getting bikes and riders to and from the airport to area hotels and
motels.
Shuttling bikes and riders to the top of the hills.
Bicycle rentals. There is no large scale established bike rental place in the city. Some shops offer
rentals and some high-end mountain bikes can be rented in this city for up $65 a day – which is
more than a car rental!
Increased opportunities for new bike shops/coffee bars.
Bike related events like races and festivals.

American mountain bikes are recognized as the best off-road human powered machines in the world.
Santa Cruz Bikes and Fox Racing Shox are local companies and have a great international reputation for
quality and performance. The local bike industry can develop a program to target Europeans, Asians and
North Americans for “Santa Cruz delivery” of their high-end mountain bikes. This would be analogous
to the German car manufacturers like BMW and Porsche with their European delivery programs.
As an anecdote, one of the bike shop owners mentioned that some Europeans have traveled to Santa
Cruz to buy a high-end Santa Cruz bike equipped with Fox Shox. A bike purchase like this represents a
$3,000-$4,000 local sale which goes directly into our economy at the retail, manufacturing and design
level. This seems like a large purchase but due to the exchange rate between the euro and the dollar and
European tariffs on bikes, this still represents a great value for the visitor. These types of tourists will
buy the bike at the beginning of the trip, ride it in the redwoods (where it has been developed) and then
bring it home. These Europeans go home with the bragging rights of having bought and ridden their
American bike at the place where it had been developed.
6
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UCSC Summer Conference Services
The UCSC Summer Conference Services generate a considerable amount of money for UCSC.
According to the July 3, 2000 issue of UCSC Currents, the conference program generates more than
$3.5 million annually for UCSC. Conference guests occupy the 2,400 beds at UCSC's nine residential
colleges, purchasing food and other services from the campus. Income from the summer helps to offset
room-and-board rates charged to UCSC students by about $200 each year. Income is also returned to
UCSC's colleges to help support student programs.
In 2004, Specialized Bicycles held an event using the UCSC Conference Services where they invited the
bike industry media sales and distributing representatives from all over the world to introduce their 2005
product line. Specialized's guests enjoyed the facilities and the open space around the University. The
event was considered a success and they plan to use the facilities on subsequent years.
More legitimate trails would make the campus a desirable venue for holding events in for the mountain
bike industry and other environmental groups.

The Santa Cruz Advantage
Santa Cruz has so many natural advantages for developing mountain bike tourism. The temperate
climate allows for a long cycling season. The natural attributes of spectacular redwood single track and
coastal views offer an adventure tourist a unique experience. One of the best value propositions is that a
visitor could enjoy many days of riding by riding from a hotel in Santa Cruz. This means that the tourist
doesn’t have to rent a car.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Many nearby greenbelt areas and parks surrounding the city with an abundance of great trails.
A tourism based infrastructure already in place.
San Jose International airport is 45 minutes along the scenic Hwy 17
Many trail destinations can be ridden to from a hotel room in the city - reduces mandatory
driving.
Supportive bike industry and advocacy groups like Mountain Bikers of Santa Cruz and
Trailworkers.com.
Many alternative activities for non-mountain biking family members.
World-class destinations including San Francisco, Monterey and Silicon Valley only an hour
away.
A vibrant nightlife, great restaurants, scenic coastline and family friendly beaches and activities.

How to Develop Mountain Bike Tourism
Developing mountain bike tourism will not require a significant investment in infrastructure. Santa Cruz
is already recognized as a destination for mountain biking among enthusiast mountain bikers so
marketing as a destination would require very little effort. One of the biggest challenges is the need for
more legitimate mountain biking trails.

We need more legal mountain bike trails
There is already an excellent trail system that has challenging trails, spectacular vistas and redwood
forests. Unfortunately, many of these trails are unauthorized and other existing trails are closed to
7

mountain bikes. A mountain biking trip to Santa Cruz on legal trails represents about 1-2 days of riding.
Legitimizing the existing network and expanding existing trails to mountain bikes will go a long way in
providing visitors more places to ride and extending their visits.
There is a lot of potential within the existing regional parks and open space to provide more options and
opportunities for mountain biking. These parks and open space include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wilder Ranch/Gray Whale/Scaroni State Park.
Henry Cowell State Park
Fall Creek Unit of Henry Cowell SP
Big Basin State Park
Nisene Marks State Park
Soquel Demonstration Forest (CDF)
Pogonip and DeLaveaga (City of Santa Cruz)
Coast Dairies Properties (managed by DPR and BLM)

In addition to opening trails in these parks, the county and local mountain bikers could negotiate
recreational access to private lands. Agreements may be put in place to ensure proper stewardship and
maintenance of the lands and to address the concerns of the landowners to their exposure to liability.
These instruments include a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) and the Recreational Use Statute
(RUS) that may be negotiated with the private landowner. Some of the large private landowners in Santa
Cruz County include:
•
•
•
•
•

CEMEX
Big Creek Lumber
Swanton Ranch
Lockheed Martin
Hewlett Packard

Creating more legitimate riding opportunities mountain biking will allow the publication and promotion
of this trail network. Expanding the trail network will also have benefits to the broader trail user
community like hikers and equestrians. It also creates business opportunities for tour companies and
guides to show visitors the trail network. For example, Park City, Utah has fully embraced the
development and promotion of its trail system as an economic driver for the city during the off-ski
season.

Other initiatives
There are some specific projects that should be done in order to bring in the tourists:
•
•
•
•
•

Open more trails to mountain bikes with an emphasis on regional connectors between parks
and open space.
Develop more beginner level trails for children, families and novices.
Develop more advanced level trails like jump parks, free ride, downhill trails and pump
tracks.
Get a consensus with the local bike industry and the Santa Cruz County Conference and
Visitors Council to promote mountain bike tourism
Lobby state and federal representatives to get additional funding for local public parks.
8

•
•
•
•

More camping in the north part of the county. This could be in Coast Dairies, Big Basin and
Butano State Parks.
Market Santa Cruz as a mountain biking destination.
Hire a paid advocate to promote and drive these initiatives. This position would organize and
promote events and be a cheerleader for mountain bike tourism.
Hold events like races and expos similar to the Sea Otter for cycling or the Cold Water
classic for surfing. These events offer a great way to introduce riders to the area so they may
come back later and go home and tell their local riders about Santa Cruz. These events can be
funded through partnerships and sponsorships with local businesses and the bike industry.

Conclusions
Mountain bike tourism is an environmentally sustainable economic activity that brings in revenue to the
host community.
Santa Cruz is well known as a mountain biking destination to active mountain bikers in Northern
California. With very little investment and effort, the city can market Santa Cruz as a global mountain
bike destination.
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Appendix A: Exploring the Market Potential for Yukon
Mountain Bike Tourism
The following document is the executive summary for a March 2005 study that examines the market
potential of mountain bike tourism for the Canadian territory of Yukon.
The full document can be found at
http://www.tirc.gov.yk.ca/pdf/PotentialforMtnBikeTourisminYT2004.PDF (51 pages, 5.05 MB).
This document is a great overview of the demographics of mountain bikers and shows case studies of
other communities that have embraced mountain bike tourism.
•
•
•
•

Part 1 discusses the history and global demographics of mountain biking.
Part 2 talks about the economic impact of various mountain bike related events.
Part 3 has case studies of existing mtb destinations and some lesson learned for aspiring
destinations.
Part 4 and 5 discusses the assets of the Yukon Territories and outlines a strategy for how they
can capitalize on the mountain bike tourism market.
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Appendix B: Sea to Sky Mountain Biking Economic Impact
Study
The following document is the executive summary for a January 2007 economic impact study that
measured the economic activity attributed to mountain bike tourism to the Sea to Sky region of British
Columbia in the summer of 2006.
The full document can be found at
http://www.mbta.ca/News/?sp=Sea_to_Sky_Economic_Impact_Study
This study gives credible data on the economic benefits of mountain bike tourism and complements the
Yukon study in that it shows the economic results for Whistler, BC - a community that fully embraced
mountain bike tourism.
This study discusses the survey methodology, breaks down visitor origin, size of the party, number of
nights stayed and spending per visitor. The benefits of out of town visitors to a community cannot be
overstated:
"The study found that mountain biking draws visitors to Sea to Sky communities and generates
significant overnight stays. Overall, 20% of non-resident riders stayed overnight in Sea to Sky
communities, staying an average of 4.8 nights and having an average party size of 2.8 people."
The bottom line of the study is something that should please local business and government:
"In total, mountain biking has a sizable impact on the summer economy of Whistler and British
Columbia, with total expenditures totaling more than $34.3 million between the valley trails, the Bike
Park, and Crankworx. This spending generated more than $39.1 million in economic activity, and
supported more than $26.5 million in wages and salaries and 798 jobs throughout the Province.
Mountain biking in Whistler also supported considerable tax revenues, with over $8.5 million and $7.3
million in government taxes paid at the federal and provincial levels, respectively; while municipal
revenues throughout the province exceeded $2.1 million."
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Executive Summary
Whistler has long been known as one of the premier North American ski destinations, but
increasingly, the Resort is becoming one of the top summer destinations as well, particularly for
mountain biking. In addition to the Whistler Bike Park, the Whistler Valley has an officially
authorized trail system and plays host to the Crankworx mountain bike festival, a nine day
spectator oriented event running at the end of July each year. As a result of visitor spending in the
Resort, mountain biking in Whistler generates considerable economic activity over the summer
months. However, quantifiable data was needed to demonstrate the value of the trails to further
encourage investment in infrastructure, and establish appropriate trail management policies. To
meet these objectives, the Western Canada Mountain Bike Tourism Association (MBTA)
conducted a pilot study to measure the economic impact of mountain biking in the Sea to Sky
Corridor which, in addition to Whistler, includes the communities of Squamish and the North Shore
(North Vancouver and West Vancouver).
Total visitor spending in Whistler attributable to mountain biking
exceeded $34.3 million over the period June 4 to September 17, 2006
supporting an estimated $39.1 million in new economic activity (GDP).
The Whistler municipal trail system demonstrates the potential benefit of mountain biking in the
Sea to Sky corridor, with visitor spending attributable to the Whistler Valley Trail system totaling
just over $6.6 million, this accounts for nearly two-thirds of the total generated from local trails in
the Sea to Sky study communities (note figure excludes Whistler Bike Park and Crankworx
spending).
In addition to the trail systems, the study also measured spending by visiting riders at the Whistler
Bike Park (WBP) and spectators at the Crankworx festival. The WBP, the most visited mountain
bike park in North America, is a considerable source of revenue for both Whistler and the Province
of BC. Non-resident visitors to the WBP spent an estimated $16.2 million in Whistler during the
study period. Finally, the Crankworx Mountain Bike Festival continues to grow, attracting 55,000
unique visitors to the 2006 event (of these, more than 23,000 travelled to Whistler solely to attend
the Festival). Crankworx generated non-resident expenditures in excess of $11.5 million. In total,
visitor expenditures in Whistler attributable to mountain biking totaled in excess of $34.3 million
during the 3 month study period.
The authorized trail system in the Whistler Valley generates considerably more economic activity
than the trail systems in Squamish and the North Shore where few authorized trails exist. Whistler
has been able to capture higher visitor expenditure in part by having the ability to promote its
municipal trails and associated services (bike rentals, guides, camps, etc) directly to visitors both
within the Resort and externally.
Although one might draw the conclusion that the lift accessed Whistler Bike Park draws most riders
to Whistler, the survey showed that just over half of the Whistler Valley riders indicated cycling was
an important trip motivator (i.e. 52% gave cycling a 4 or 5 on a 1 to 5 scale of importance where 5
Sea to Sky Mountain Biking Economic Impact Study – Whistler Results
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represents cycling being the primary reason for taking the trip), illustrating the importance of the
municipal trail system. Furthermore, the survey found that there was less than 10% cross over
between Whistler Bike Park riders and those on the Whistler Valley Trails reinforcing the notion
that the Valley Trails were a significant stand alone draw.
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